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GROUP-VALUED EQUIVARIANT LOCALIZATIONA. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDAbstract. We prove a localization formula for group-valued equivariant de Rhamcohomology of a compact G-manifold. This formula is a non-trivial generalization ofthe localization formula of Berline-Vergne and Atiyah-Bott for the usual equivariant deRham cohomology. As an application, we obtain a version of the Duistermaat-Heckmanformula for Hamiltonian spaces with group-valued moment maps.1. IntroductionThe main result of this paper is a localization theorem for G-manifolds M whichwe view as the group valued analogue of the localization formula (Berline-Vergne [6],Atiyah-Bott [4]) in equivariant de Rham theory.Recall that the equivariant cohomology of M (over C ) is the cohomology of Cartan's[9] complex CG(M) = (Sg�C 
 
(M))G of equivariant di�erential forms, equipped witha certain di�erential dG. The complex CG(M) embeds into the larger complex complexbCG(M) = (E 0(g�) 
 
(M))G where E 0(g�) is the convolution algebra of compactly sup-ported distributions, and Sg� is viewed as distributions supported at 0. IfM is compactand oriented, integration over M de�nes a chain mapZM : bCG(M)! bCG(pt) = E 0(g�)G:For any cocycle � 2 bCG(M), the localization formula expresses the value of the Fouriertransform hRM �; e2�ih�;�ii in terms of integrals over the connected components F of thezero set of the vector �eld �M generated by �:hZM �; e2�ih�;�ii = XF2F(�)ZF ��F h�; e2�ih�;�iiEul(�F ; 2�i�) :(1)Here Eul(�F ; 2�i�) denotes the equivariant Euler form of the normal bundle. A specialcase of the localization theorem is the Duistermaat-Heckman \exact stationary phase"formula from symplectic geometry, in which � is the equivariant Liouville form.In [2] we introduced a new version of the equivariant de Rham complex where thedual of the Lie algebra g� is replaced by the Lie group G. That is, the chain complex isthe space bCG(M) = (E 0(G) 
 
(M))G, with a suitable di�erential dG depending on theDate: May 1999. 1



2 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDchoice of an invariant inner product on g. Integration is a chain mapZM : bCG(M)! bCG(pt) = E 0(G)G:Our localization formula describes the Fourier coe�cients of the integral RM � of anyequivariant cocycle, that is, its pairings with irreducible characters of G. Let T be amaximal torus of G, with Lie algebra t, and let � 2 t� be a dominant weight for somechoice of positive Weyl chamber. It parametrizes an irreducible representation V�, withcharacter ��. Let � 2 t� be the half-sum of positive roots and use the inner product toidentify t� �= t. Our main result expresses the Fourier coe�cient hRM �; ��i in terms ofintegrals over connected components F of the zero set of the vector �eld (� + �)M , asfollows. hZM �; ��i = dimV� XF2F(�+�)ZF ��F �e 12 �(rM )h�;��i�Eul(�F ; 2�i(�+ �)) :(2)It involves the bi-vector �eld rM de�ned by the classical r-matrix, and certain \sphericalharmonics" �� 2 C1(G) determined by �.There are several conceptual di�erences between the localization formulas (1) and (2).In (1) the equivariant parameter � varies continuously, and for an open dense set of� 2 t the �xed point set is just the �xed point set for the maximal torus. It followsby continuity that if the maximal torus has no �xed points then the integral of anequivariant cocycle vanishes. The situation in (2) is di�erent because � only varies in adiscrete set. Hence the continuity argument does not apply, and integrals of equivariantcocycles may be non-zero even if the maximal torus has no �xed points. Next, for � = 0the localization formula (1) becomes tautological, whereas (2) gives a non-trivial resulteven for the � = 0 Fourier coe�cient, which localizes to the set of zeroes of �M .We use the new localization theorem to obtain Duistermaat-Heckman type formulas forthe theory of group-valued momentmaps [1, 3]. In this case the localization contributionssimplify and lead to formulas for intersection pairings on reduced spaces.This result applies in particular to intersection pairings on moduli spaces of at G-connections on surfaces. According to [1, 3] these spaces are reductions of group valuedHamiltonian G-spaces. In this example, our localization formula produces the formulasconjectured by Witten in [19] and con�rmed (for G = SU(n)) by Je�rey-Kirwan [14].Details of the application to moduli spaces will be presented in a forthcoming paper.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a review of equivariant de Rham theory.In particular, we describe the \group valued" version introduced in [2]. In Section3 we construct a suitable \restriction map" from G-valued equivariant cohomology toT -valued equivariant cohomology, and in Section 4 we discuss some of its properties.This \abelianization" procedure is the key step in our proof of the G-valued localizationformula in Section 5. In Section 6 we use the localization formula to prove a Duistermaat-Heckman principle for group valued moment maps.



LOCALIZATION 32. Equivariant de Rham theoryIn this Section we recall the Cartan and Weil models of equivariant de Rham theory,and their non-commutative versions introduced in [2]. For a more detailed account ofequivariant de Rham theory see e.g. the forthcoming book of Guillemin-Sternberg [12].Throughout this paper, G will denote a compact, connected Lie group with Lie algebrag. (Occasionally we will make some additional assumptions on G.)For any manifold M we denote by 
?(M) the de Rham complex of complex-valueddi�erential forms. Given a G-action on M , let�M = ddt��t=0 exp(�t�)�denote the fundamental vector �eld corresponding to � 2 g. LetL� : 
?(M) ! 
?(M); �� : 
?(M)! 
?�1(M)be the Lie derivative (resp. contraction) by �M . Given a basis feag � g we also use thenotation La = Lea and �a = �ea .2.1. Cartan models.2.1.1. Equivariant cohomology. Let E 0(g�) be the convolution algebra of compactly sup-ported complex-valued distributions on g�. The subalgebra of distributions supportedat 0 is identi�ed with the symmetric algebra Sg�C , which is generated by the elementsva = ddt �tea���t=0 = � @@�a �0corresponding to the dual basis vectors ea. LetCG(M) = (Sg�C 

(M))G; bCG(M) = (E 0(g�) 

(M))Gbe the space of equivariant di�erential forms (resp. with distributional coe�cients.) Thederivation dG = 1 
 d� va 
 �a(using summation convention) of CG(M); bCG(M) squares to 0, and de�nes the equivari-ant cohomologiesHG(M); bHG(M). Both HG and bHG are functorial with respect to mapsbetween G-manifolds. In particular, the mapM ! pt makes HG(M) into a module overthe ring HG(pt) = (Sg�C )G of invariant polynomials and bHG(M) into a module over thering bHG(pt) = E 0(g�)G of invariant compactly supported distributions.2.1.2. G-valued equivariant cohomology. In [2] the following non-commutative Cartancomplexes CG(M) and bCG(M) were introduced. Let E 0(G) be the convolution algebra ofcomplex-valued distributions on the group G. The subalgebra of distributions supportedat the group unit is isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebra U(g)C , withua = ddt �exp(tea)���t=0



4 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDrepresenting the generator corresponding to the basis ea. LetCG(M) = (U(g)C 

(M))G; bCG(M) = (E 0(G) 
 
(M))G:To de�ne a di�erential on CG(M); bCG(M) we assume that g comes equipped with aninvariant inner product, and take the basis ea to be orthonormal. One �nds thatdG = 1
 d� uLa + uRa2 
 �a + 124fabc1
 �a�b�c(using summation convention) is a di�erential, i.e. dG�dG = 0. Here fabc = [ea; eb]�ec arethe structure constants for the given basis and uLa ; uRa denote the operators of left-/rightmultiplication (that is, convolution) by ua. We denote the corresponding cohomologiesby HG(M); bHG(M). Notice that dG is not a derivation with respect to the obvious ringstructure on bCG(M). However, one can modify the ring structure as follows: Let 
(M)be equipped with the non-(super-)commutative ring structure de�ned by�1 � �2 = diag�M � exp(�12�1a�2a)(�1 � �2)where diag�M is pull-back by the diagonal embedding, and �ja are contractions acting onthe jth factor. Together with the natural ring structure on U(g); E 0(G), it de�nes a ringstructure � on CG(M); bCG(M) for which dG is a derivation. In this way the cohomologiesHG(M) and bHG(M) become Z2-graded algebras. Both HG and bHG are functorial withrespect to maps of G-manifolds. In particular the map M ! pt makes HG(M) into amodule over the ring HG(pt) = (U(g)C )G of Casimir elements and bHG(M) into a moduleover the ring bHG(pt) = E 0(G)G of invariant distributions on the group.2.2. Weil models. Below we will need not only the Cartan models of equivariant co-homology but also the equivalent Weil models.2.2.1. G-di�erential algebras. The concept of a G-di�erential algebra, introduced byCartan [2], generalizes the relations between contractions �a, Lie derivatives La, andexterior di�erential d on the super-algebra 
?(M) of di�erential forms on a G-manifold.De�ne a graded vector-space ĝ =Li2Ẑgi where ĝ1 = R; ĝ�1 = ĝ0 = g and ĝj = f0gfor j 6= �1; 0; 1. Given � 2 g let L� 2 ĝ0 and �� 2 ĝ�1 be the corresponding elements,and let d 2 ĝ1 be the generator corresponding to 1 2 R. Then ĝ is a graded Lie algebrawith brackets [��;d] = L�; [L�; ��] = �[�;�]; [L�; L�] = L[�;�][��; ��] = 0; [L�;d] = 0; [d;d] = 0for all �; � 2 g. Notice that ĝ0 �= g and ĝ�1 � ĝ0 �= g o g are Lie subalgebras both ofwhich are stable under d.A G-di�erential space is a super-vector space B, together with a representation of ĝ onB. The subspace BG annihilated by ĝ0 is called the invariant subspace, the subspace Bhorannihilated by ĝ�1 is called the horizontal subspace, and the subspace Bbasic annihilated



LOCALIZATION 5by ĝ�1�ĝ0 is called the basic subspace. Note that Bbasic is preserved under the di�erentiald. If B carries in addition the structure of a super-algebra 1, and if ĝ is represented byderivations, then B is called a G-di�erential algebra. If B1; B2 are G-di�erential spacesthen so is their (Z2-graded) tensor product B1
B2. A homomorphism of G-di�erentialspaces is a homomorphism of super-spaces intertwining the ĝ-representations. Similarde�nitions hold for G-di�erential algebras.2.2.2. The Weil algebras WG and cWG. The super-commutative Weil algebras WG andcWG are de�ned as tensor productsWG = Sg�C 
 ^g�C ; cWG = E 0(g�)
 ^g�C ;with Z2-grading inherited from the Z2-grading on the exterior algebra. They carrythe structure of G-di�erential algebras, as follows. Let ya 2 ^g� be the generatorscorresponding to the basis ea of g�. LetLa = La 
 1 + 1 
 Labe the generators for the action on the Weil algebras WG;cWG coming from the coadjointaction of G on g�. The natural contraction operation on ^g� extends to operators�a = 1
 �a. Let the Weil di�erential dW be given by the formuladW = ya(La 
 1) + (va � 12fabcybyc)�a:Given a G-manifoldM , the horizontal projection Phor : cWG ! E 0(g�) induces isomor-phisms between the basic subcomplexes and the Cartan algebrasPWhor := Phor 
 1 : (cWG 
 
(M))basic ! bCG(M):As shown in [2] this isomorphism takes d = dW
1+1
d to the Cartan di�erential dG, andit restricts to an ring isomorphismPWhor : (WG

(M))basic �= CG(M). Therefore,HG(M)and bHG(M) are equivalently the cohomologies of (WG

(M))basic and (cWG

(M))basic,respectively.2.2.3. Non-commutative Weil algebras. Let the Lie algebra g be equipped with an in-variant inner product, used to identify g �= g�, and suppose that the basis ea 2 g isorthonormal.Let Cl(g) be the Cli�ord algebra of g, de�ned as the quotient of the tensor algebra bythe ideal generated by elements of the form 2�
��� �� with � 2 g. The generators xa ofCl(g) satisfy the super-bracket relations [xa; xb] = �ab. The element  := �16fabcxaxbxchas the beautiful property [17] that its square is a scalar: 2 = � 148fabcfabc. HencedCl = ad(�16fabcxaxbxc) : Cl(g)C ! Cl(g)C1In this paper, (super)algebra always means (super)algebra with unit, and a homomorphism between(super)algebras is required to take the unit element to the unit element.



6 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDis a di�erential. Together with contractions �a = ad(xa) and the Lie derivatives La =ad(�12fabcxbxc) for the adjoint action this makes Cl(g)C into a G-di�erential algebra.In terms of the identi�cation � : Cl(g) ! ^g by the symbol map, �(xa1 : : : xak) =ya1 : : : yak for a1 < � � � < ak, the di�erential dCl is given by the formuladCl = �12fabcybyc�a � 124fabc�a�b�c:(3)The Weil algebras WG and cWG are the non-commutative G-di�erential algebrasWG = U(g)C 
 Cl(g)C ; cWG = E 0(G)
 Cl(g)Cwith �a = ad(xa)La = ad(ua � 12fabcxbxc)dW = ad(uaxa � 16fabcxaxbxc):The operators La generate the representation of g on the Weil algebra induced from theadjoint action on g.By [2], Proposition 3.7 we describe the Weil di�erential in terms of the vector spaceisomorphism cWG �= E 0(G)
 ^g given by the symbol map:dW = ya(La 
 1) +�uLa + uRa2 � 12fabcybyc� �a � 124fabc�a�b�c:(4)Given a G-manifold M , the horizontal projection Phor : cWG ! E 0(G) induces isomor-phisms of di�erential algebras,PWhor = Phor 
 1 : (cWG 
 
(M))basic �= bCG(M); (WG 

(M))basic �= CG(M)so that the equivariant cohomologiesHG(M) and bHG(M) are equivalently the cohomolo-gies of (WG 
 
(M))basic and (cWG 
 
(M))basic.2.2.4. The quantization map. Let J 12 2 C1(g)G be the unique smooth square root ofthe determinant of the Jacobian of the exponential map such that J 12 (0) = 1. The Duomap [10] is the linear mapDuf : E 0(g)! E 0(G); v 7! exp�(J 12v):(5)It takes distributions supported at the origin to distributions supported at the groupunit, hence de�nes a vector space isomorphism Duf : S(g) ! U(g). The importantproperty of the Duo map is that it becomes a ring homomorphism if restricted toinvariant elements.In [2] we de�ne an explicit homomorphism of G-di�erential spaces, called the quanti-zation map, Q : cWG ! cWG



LOCALIZATION 7which on WG restricts to an isomorphism,WG !WG. On 1
^g�C the map Q coincideswith the symbol map, and on E 0(g)
 1 it is equal to the Duo map. Moreover, we showthat the induced homomorphisms in cohomology preserve the ring structures, i.e. themap bHG(M) ! bHG(M) is an algebra homomorphism and the map HG(M) ! HG(M)is an algebra isomorphism. 3. AbelianizationThe equivariant cohomology groups HG(M) and bHG(M) are functorial not only withrespect to maps of G-manifolds but also with respect to group homomorphisms. Inparticular, the inclusion of the maximal torus T induces maps RTG : HG(M) ! HT (M)and RTG : bHG(M) ! bHT (M). Both of these maps are injective, and their image is thesubalgebra of Weyl invariants.This functoriality property does not carry over to group-valued equivariant cohomologybHG(M), because a group homomorphism � : K ! G does not give rise to K-equivariantmaps WG !WK or cWG ! cWK in any natural way.It is the goal of this section to obtain a suitable replacement for the restriction mapRTG. The main steps are as follows.a. First, we de�ne a new Weil algebra cW�T = E 0(T )� 
 Cl(t)C , involving the negativeHardy space E 0(T )�.b. We construct a map rTG : E 0(G)! E 0(T )� with nice properties.c. We de�ne a map pTG � T : Cl(g)C ! Cl(t)C , where pTG is orthogonal projectionand the \twist" operator T involves the classical r-matrix. We show that this mapintertwines the Cli�ord di�erentials \up to a �-shift".d. The restriction map RTG : cWG ! cW�T will be de�ned as a product of the two maps,rTG and pTG � T . The main result of this Section is Theorem 3.7, stating that RTG isa homomorphism of T -di�erential spaces. It therefore de�nes a map in equivariantcohomology.Throughout this section we will assume that G is a product of a simply connectedgroup and a torus (although only the simply connected part will play a role). A giveninvariant inner product on g will be used to identify g �= g�.We let T be a maximal torus of G, with Lie algebra t, and denote by t+ some choiceof a fundamental Weyl chamber. Let � � t be the integral lattice, its dual �� � t theweight lattice, and ��+ = �� \ t+ the set of dominant weights.Given t 2 T and � 2 �� we denote by t� 2 S1 � C the image of t under the T -characterT ! S1 de�ned by �, that is (exp �)� = e2�ih�;�i. Abusing notation we sometimes denotethe map itself by t�.Let R � �� be the set of roots of G and R+ the subset of positive roots. Ourassumption that G be a product of a connected, simply connected Lie group and a



8 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDtorus, implies that the half-sum of positive roots� = 12 X�2R+ �is a weight � 2 ��+. It is alternatively characterized as the sum of fundamental weightsfor the semi-simple part of G.For every positive root � 2 R+ let e� 2 gC be a root vector, with property [�; e�] =2�ih�; �ie� for � 2 t, and set e�� = e�. Normalize the length of e� so that e� � e�� = 1.Then [e�; e��] = 2�i�:(6)Every weight � 2 ��+ parametrizes a unique irreducible G-representation V�, contain-ing a highest weight vector v� 6= 0, withe� � v� = 0;(7)for every positive root � 2 R+. and t � v� = t�v�(8)for every t 2 T . We denote by �� the character of the representation V�.3.1. The Hardy-Weil algebra cW�T . Recall (cf. [11], Chapter 8.5) that for any distri-bution u 2 E 0(T ), the Fourier coe�cients hu; t�i are polynomially bounded:jhu; t�i j � C(1 + j�j)Nfor some C > 0; N 2 Z. Conversely every sequence of complex numbers satisfyingsuch an estimate de�nes a distribution on T . We can therefore identify E 0(T ) with thespace of polynomially bounded sequences �� ! C . Similarly, if � 2 C1(T ) has Fourierdecomposition � =P�2�� a�t� then the coe�cients a� are rapidly decreasing, that is forall k > 0 there exists Ck with ja�j � Ck(1 + j�j)�k:Conversely, every rapidly decreasing sequence a� de�nes a smooth function on the torus.Let the negative Hardy space E 0(T )� � E 0(T ) consist of all distributions on T forwhich only strictly negative Fourier coe�cients are non-vanishing,E 0(T )� := fu 2 E 0(T )jhu; t�i = 0 if � 62 (�+ ��+)g;and let �� be the Szeg�o projector onto this space,h��(u); t�+�i = � hu; t�i if � 2 ��+;0 otherwise .Convolution of distributions makes the Hardy space into an algebra with unit element��e := ��(�e). The Szeg�o projector is an algebra homomorphism. (The inclusion ofE 0(T )� into E 0(T ) is not an algebra homomorphism since the unit elements are di�erent.)



LOCALIZATION 9The Hardy-Weil algebra is de�ned as the tensor productcW�T := E 0(T )� 
 Cl(t)C :It is a T -di�erential algebra, with di�erential d� :=Prk=1 u�k �k where u�k = ��(uk). Theprojection �� := �� 
 1 : cWT ! cW�T is a homomorphism of T -di�erential algebras andthe inclusion cW�T ,! cWT is a homomorphism of T -di�erential spaces (not algebras).Given a T -manifoldM , let bH�T (M) be the cohomology of the basic subcomplex (cW�T 

(M))basic. Equivalently, it is the cohomology for the Cartan model,bC�T (M) = E 0(T )� 
 
(M)T ; d�T := 1 
 d� rXk=1 u�k 
 �k:The projection cWT ! cW�T gives rise to a ring homomorphism bHT (M) ! bH�T (M), andthe inclusion cW�T ,! cWT de�nes a linear map bH�T (M)! bHT (M).3.2. The restriction map rTG : E 0(G)! E 0(T )�. Below we will often �nd it convenientto work with a Cartan-Weyl basis in gC , given by the collection of e�; e�� supplementedby a basis ek (k = 1; : : : ; r) for t.For all � 2 ��+ let v� be a highest weight vector of unit length, and de�ne a function�� 2 C1(G) as the matrix element��(g) = (v�; g � v�);(9)using the inner product (�; �) on V�. It has the properties��(e) = 1;(10) ��(tg) = ��(gt) = t���(g); (t 2 T; g 2 G);(11) eL��� = eR���� = 0:(12)for � 2 R+, where for any � 2 gC we denote by �L; �R the left-and right invariant vector�elds equal to � at the group unit. In fact, because of the decompositionL2(G) = M�2��+ V� 
 V �� = M�2��+ End(V�)as a G � G representation, the function �� is uniquely characterized by these threeproperties. The functions �� have the property��+� = ����(13)for all �; � 2 ��+.Example 3.1. Let G = SU(2). All dominant weights are multiples � = k� with k =0; 1; : : : , and �k�� a bc d � = ak:



10 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDProposition 3.2. The map rTG : E 0(G)! E 0(T )�,hrTG(u); t�+�i = hu;��iis well-de�ned and continuous.Proof. To show that hu;��i are Fourier coe�cients for a well-de�ned distribution rTG(u) 2E 0(T )�, we have to show that they are polynomially bounded as a function of �. Clearly,this only involves the semi-simple part of G (indeed, if G is abelian, there is nothing toprove since E 0(T )� = E 0(G) in that case and the map rTG is the identity map).Assume therefore that G is simply connected. Then ��+ is spanned by fundamentalweights w1; : : : ; wr of G. Let� := (�w1 ; : : : ;�wr) : G! C r :By (13), �� = ��z� using multi-index notation z� =Qj z�jj , hence hu;��i = h��u; z�i.The image of � is contained in the unit polydisk D = f(z1; : : : ; zr) 2 C r j jzkj � 1g � C r .For any distribution v 2 E 0(C r ) supported on the polydisk D, there exist constantsC > 0 and k 2 N such that the value of v on any test function � is bounded by derivativesof � up to order k (cf. H�ormander [13], Theorem 2.3.10)j(v; �)j � C XjJ j�k supx2D���@ jJ j�@xJ ���:Applying this to v = ��u and � = z� immediately gives the required estimates.To show that rTG is continuous, consider the semi-norms hrTG(u); �i for � 2 C1(T ).Since the coe�cients a� in the Fourier decomposition� = X�2�� a�t� 2 C1(T )are rapidly decreasing, and since j��j � 1, the function := X�2��+ a�+���on G is well-de�ned and continuous. Let B be the Laplace operator on G. On V�
V �� �L2(G) it acts as a scalar 4�2(j�+ �j2 � j�j2). HenceBk = X�2��+(4�2(j�+ �j2 � j�j2))ka�+���is still continuous. By the Sobolev Lemma, this shows that  is smooth. Since hrTG(u); �i =hu;  i it follows that rTG is continuous.Example 3.3. Given h 2 T , let ��h 2 E 0(T )� be the distribution��h = ��(�Th );



LOCALIZATION 11where �Th is the delta-distribution on T . Note that��h1��h2 = ��h1 h2for h1; h2 2 T . The distribution ��h on T is related to the delta-distribution �h on G byh�rTG(�h) = ��h ;by the calculation hrTG(�h); t�+�i = ��(h) = h�.Proposition 3.4 (Properties of the map rTG). Let u�� ; uk ; u� be the generators of U(g)Cin the Cartan-Weyl basis. ThenrTG � (uk)R = rTG � (uk)L = (u�k � 2�i�k) � rTG(14) rTG � (u��)L = rTG � (u�)R = 0(15)for k = 1; : : : ; r and all � 2 R+. Here the superscripts L=R denote multiplication fromthe left/right.Proof. Let u 2 E 0(G) and � 2 ��+ be given. Thenhu�k � rTG(u); t�+�i = 2�i(�k + �k)hrTG(u); t�+�iwhile on the other handhrTG(uku); t�+�i = h(uku);��i = hu; eRk��i = 2�i�khu;��i = 2�i�khrTG(u); t�+�i:Hence, rTG � (uk)L = (u�k � 2�i�k) � rTG. Similarly, rTG � (uk)R = (u�k � 2�i�k) � rTG, proving(14). The equations (15) are obtained from (12) as follows:hrTG(u��u); t�+�i = hu��u;��i = �hu; eR����i = 0;hrTG(uu�); t�+�i = huu�;��i = hu; eL���i = 0:The function �� is Ad(T )-invariant but not Ad(G)-invariant. Let PG : C1(G) !C1(G)G be projection to the Ad(G)-invariant part (given by averaging over the group).We claim that PG(��) = (dimV�)�1��:(16)To see this let �� : G ! Aut(V�) be the representation labeled by �. For any weight� 2 ��+, the operator RG ��(g)��(g)dg commutes with all ��(h) and is therefore a multipleof the identity: ZG ��(g)��(g)dg = ��;� VolGdimV� IdV�;where the constant is veri�ed by taking the trace of both sides. As a consequence,ZG��(g)��(g)dg = ZG(v�; g � v�)��(g)dg = ��;� VolGdimV�which implies (16).



12 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARD3.3. Restriction for Cl(g)C . As our next ingredient in the de�nition of the map RTG :cWG ! cW�T we need a suitable projection from Cl(g)C ! Cl(t)C . Let Cl(g)C = Cl(t)C 
Cl(t?)C be the decomposition of the Cli�ord algebra, and pTG : Cl(g)C ! Cl(t)C theorthogonal projection de�ned by it. We will pre-compose this projection with a \twist"T = exp(12rab�a�b)where r = rabeaeb 2 ^2gC is the classical r-matrix,r =X� e� ^ e�� = 12X� (e� 
 e�� � e�� 
 e�);Recall the following properties of the r-matrix:Proposition 3.5 (Properties of the classical r-matrix). The r-matrix r 2 ^2gC satis�esthe equationsa. (Classical Yang-Baxter Equation)Cyclabc �rasfsbtrtc� = 14fabc(17)where Cyclabc is the sum over cyclic permutations.b. fabcrbc = 4�i�a:(18)c. For any � 2 t, �a(fabsrsc � fascrbs) = 0:(19)We include the proof of Proposition 3.5, since many di�erent normalizations of ther-matrix appear in the literature.Proof. Using the Cartan-Weyl basis for gC , the only non-vanishing entries in rab arer��;� = �r�;�� = 1=2. Up to permutation of indices, the only non-vanishing structureconstants are of the form f��;�;i ; f����;�;�. One veri�es:r��;� f��;i;� r��;� = 14f��;i;�;r��;� f��;��;�+� r����;�+� + r��;� f��;�+�;�� r�;��+r�+�;���� f�+�;��;�� r�;�� = 14f��;��;�+�:Equation (18) follows from the calculation, using (6),rabfabcec = X�2R+[e�; e��] = 2�i X�2R+ � = 4�i�:The last Equation (19) is just the in�nitesimal version of the T -invariance of r.The main property of the composition pTG�T is that it intertwines the Cli�ord di�erentialon Cl(g)C with a very simple di�erential on Cl(t)C :



LOCALIZATION 13Proposition 3.6. The composition pTG � T intertwines the Cli�ord di�erential dCl onCl(g)C and the di�erential 2�iPrk=1 �k�k on Cl(t)C :(pTG � T ) � dCl = (2�i rXk=1 �k�k) � (pTG � T ):Proof. We use the symbol map � : Cl(g) ! ^g to identify dCl with the di�erential (3)on ^gC . Since Ad(T )ya = ya � rab�b, we �ndAd(T )dCl = ��12fabc(yb � rbl�l)(yc � rcm�m)� �a � 124fabc�a�b�c:In this expression, the terms cubic in contractions �a cancel thanks to the Yang-Baxterequation (17) for r. The remaining terms combine, using (18), toAd(T )dCl = �12fabcybyc�a + 12fabc(rcmyb�m�a + rbl�lyc�a)= �12fabcybyc�a + fabc(rcmyb�m�a + 12rbc�a)= �12fabcybyc�a + fabdrdcya�b�c + 2�i�a�a:Composing this operator with pTG kills the �rst term, and also the second sincepTG � (yafabdrdc�b�c) = rXk=1 yk � pTG � fkbdrdc�b�c = 0where we have used Equation (19). We concludepTG �Ad(T )dCl = 2�ipTG � rXk=1 �k�k = 2�i rXk=1 �k�k � pTG:3.4. Restriction for cWG. Taking the product of the restriction maps rTG : E 0(G) !E 0(T )� and (pTG � T ) : Cl(g)C ! Cl(t)C we obtain a map between Weil algebras,RTG := rTG 
 (pTG � T ) : cWG ! cW�T :The main result of this Section reads:Theorem 3.7. The map RTG : cWG ! cW�T is a homomorphism of T -di�erential spaces.That is, it is a chain map which moreover intertwines the contractions and Lie derivativesfor the T -action.Proof. It is clear thatRTG commutes with Lie derivatives L� and contractions �� for all � 2t. To show thatRTG is a chain map we show that (rTG
pTG)�Ad(T )dW = dW�(rTG
pTG). Byde�nition, the Weil di�erential splits into two pieces dW = d0 +dCl, with d0 = ad(uaxa).



14 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDAgain we identify Cl(g) �= ^g by the symbol map. Since xLa = ya� 12�a and xRa = ya+ 12�a,we have: d0 = ya(uLa � uRa ) + 12(uLa + uRa )�a:Conjugating by T , and using Ad(T )ya = ya � rab�b,Ad(T )d0 = (ya � rab�b)(uLa � uRa ) + 12(uLa + uRa )�a:In the Cartan-Weyl basis,rab�b(uLa � uRa ) = 12 X�2R+ �(uL� � uR� )��� � (uL�� � uR��)���while 12(uLa + uRa )�a = 12 rXk=1(uLk + uRk )�k + 12 X�2R+ �(uL� + uR� )��� + (uL�� + uR��)���:Hence, Ad(T )d0 = La 
 ya + X�2R+(uL���� + uR����) + rXk=1 �uLk + uRk2 � �k:Next, apply rTG 
 pTG to this expression. This kills the �rst term since(rTG 
 pTG)(La 
 ya) = rXk=1(rTG � Lk)
 yk = 0;(by Ad(T )-invariance of rTG). Since rTG � uL�� = rTG � uR� = 0, the second term is killed aswell. Only the last term survives and using (14) we �nd(rTG 
 pTG) �Ad(T )d0 = (rTG 
 pTG) rXk=1 �uLk + uRk2 � �k= rXk=1(u�k � 2�i�k)�k � (rTG 
 pTG):Together with Proposition 3.6 this shows(rTG 
 pTG) �Ad(T )(d0 + dCl) = rXk=1 u�k �k � (rTG 
 pTG)which completes the proof.



LOCALIZATION 153.5. Restriction RTG in cohomology. For every G-manifold M , the homomorphismof T -di�erential algebras RTG : cWG ! cW�T studied in the previous section induces achain map between the basic subcomplexesRTG = RTG 
 1 : (cWG 
 
(M))basic ! (cW�T 
 
(M))basic;hence in cohomology, RTG : bHG(M)! bH�T (M):Using the horizontal projection PWhor to identify Weil and Cartan models, the restrictionmap gives rise to a map bCG(M) ! bC�T (M). This map is described in the followingProposition:Proposition 3.8. The map between Cartan models induced by the restriction RTG is themap rTG 
 exp(12 �(rM)) : bCG(M)! bC�T (M):Here rM = rab(ea)M ^ (eb)M is the bi-vector �eld on M corresponding to the classicalr-matrix.Proof. We have to compute the compositionPWhor � (rTGpTG 
 1) � exp(12rab�a�b 
 1) : (cWG 

(M))basic ! bCG(M):Since �a 
 1 = �1
 �a on basic elements, the operator exp(12rab�a�b 
 1) can be replacedwith exp(12rab(1
 �a�b)) = exp(12�(rM )). The latter commutes with PWhor � (rTGpTG
1), andsince PWhor � rTGpTG = rTG � PWhor it follows that the above composition equals�rTG 
 exp(12�(rM ))� � PWhoras claimed. 4. Properties of the restriction mapHaving de�ned the restriction map in cohomology, some natural questions arise: Doesrestriction commute with quantization? Is restriction a ring map? In this Section wewill give an a�rmative answer to the �rst question and a partial answer to the second.The strategy for approaching these problems is to describe the relevant maps in termsof their integral kernels. Section 4.1 and 4.2 review material from [2].4.1. Duality for cWG. The Weil di�erential simpli�es under the isomorphism of cWGgiven by multiplication with the function �0 2 C1(g�)
 ^g�,�0(�) = exp��12f cabyayb�c� :Indeed, Ad(��10 )dW = va�a; Ad(��10 )�a = �a � f cab�cyb:(20)



16 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDThese equations exhibit the Weil di�erential and the contraction as dual to certain oper-ators on the space 
(g�) of di�erential forms on g�. Indeed let hh �; � ii denote the naturalpairing between cWG = E 0(g�) 
 ^g� and the space 
(g�) = C1(g�) 
 ^g, and de�ne anew pairing by hA;�i := hh ��10 A;� ii . We denote by dRh the de Rham di�erential on
(g�) and by �Rha the contractions with respect to the conjugation action.Let (�)t denote the transpose with respect to the pairing h�; �i. Then Equations (20)become dW = �(dRh)t; �a = �(�Rha + d�a)t(21)where the di�erential d�a acts by multiplication on 
(g�).The integral kernel of the identity map cWG !cWG with respect to the pairing h�; �i isthe element �0 := e�yad�a�0(�)�� 2 (cWG 

(g�))G:(22)That is, hA;�0i = A for any A 2 cWG. It follows directly from (21) that(dW 
 1 + 1 
 dRh)�0 = 0; (�a 
 1 + 1
 �Rha )�0 = �d�a�0:(23)Using �0, various linear maps cWG ! B can be described in terms of their integralkernels: For instance, the kernel to the quantization map Q : cWG ! cWG is the elementQ(�0) 2 cWG 
 
(g�) and the kernel of the restriction map RTG : cWG ! cWT is theelement RTG(�0).4.2. Duality for cWG. Just as for the commutative Weil algebra, the non-commutativeWeil di�erential can be interpreted in terms of a duality.Let � = �aea be the left invariant and � = �aea the right invariant Maurer-Cartanforms on G. Denote by � = 112fabc�a�b�cthe canonical 3-form on G. It is closed, bi-invariant, and satis�es �a� = �12d(�a + �a).Suppose the group G is a direct product of a connected, simply connected Lie groupand a torus. Then the canonical embedding g ! so(g) � Cl(g) given by the adjointaction exponentiates to a map � : G ! Spin(g) � Cl(g). Explicitly, the map � 2C1(G) 
Cl(g) is given by the formula (cf. [2])� (exp�) = exp��12fabc�axbxc� :The function � de�nes an isomorphism of cWG by multiplication from the left. Using thesymbol map, identify cWG �= E 0(G)
 ^g:Using the forms �a we trivialize T �G �= G � g� and identify
(G) �= C1(G)
 ^g�:



LOCALIZATION 17Let hhA;� ii be the natural pairing given by these identi�cations, and let hA;�i :=hh ��1A;� ii be the modi�ed pairing. One �nds (cf. [2], Proposition 5.6):dW = �(dRh + �)t; �a = �(�Rha + 12(�a + �a))t(24)where dRh; �Rha are de Rham di�erentials and contractions on the space 
(G).The kernel of the identity map reads� := e�xa��a� (g)�g 2 cWG 
 
(G);(25)and because of (24) it has the properties,(dW 
 1 + 1 
 dRh)� = ��; (�a 
 1 + 1
 �Rha )� = 12(�a + ��a)�:(26)As shown in Section 5 of [2], the product structure in cWG can be expressed in terms ofthe following property of the form �:�1�2 = e� 12 �1a�2a Mult�G(�):(27)Here �j 2 cWG

(G�G) are the pull-backs of � to the jth G-factor, and MultG : G�G! G is group multiplication. The quantization map Q has a very simple descriptionin terms of a dual map 
(G)! 
(g): In fact, by Section 7 in [2],Q = (e$ � exp�)twhere $ 2 
2(g)G is the image of � under the de Rham homotopy operator 
k(g) !
k�1(g).4.3. Duality for cW�T . View ��t as a function of t with values in E 0(T )�. As such it isthe integral kernel of the identity map E 0(T )� ! E 0(T )�. The pairing between cWT and
(T ) restricts to a pairing between cW�T and 
(T ). If we denote by �Tk the Maurer-Cartanforms for T , the kernel of the identity map cW�T ! cW�T with respect to this pairing is��T := e�xk�Tk ��tOne has the identity (��T )1(��T )2 = e� 12 �T;1k �T;2k Mult�T ��Twhere (��T )j 2 cW�T 
 
(T � T ) are the pull-backs of ��T to the jth factor, and MultT :T � T ! T is the multiplication map.



18 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARD4.4. The integral kernel of the restriction map. The statement of Theorem 3.7that RTG is a homomorphism of T -di�erential spaces can be rephrased in terms of thekernel RTG(�) 2 (cW�T 
 
(G))T :of the restriction map:(d + �)RTG(�) = 0; (�k + 12(�k + �k))RTG(�) = 0:Here we write d = dW 
 1 + 1
 dRh etc. The pull-back of RTG(�) to the maximal torushas the following decription.Proposition 4.1. Let �T : T ,! G be the inclusion of the maximal torus. Then��TRTG(�) = ��T :Proof. We want to apply the operator RTG = rTG 
 pTG � T to��T� = e�Prk=1 xk�Tk � (t) �t:The term exp(�Prk=1 xk�Tk ) lives in Cl(t)C 
 
(T ) and hence commutes with both theoperator T = exp(12rab�a�b) on Cl(g)C and with the operator pTG : Cl(g)C ! Cl(t)C .Therefore, ��TRTG(�) = e�Prk=1 xk�Tk �pTG � T �� (t)rTG(�t):To compute �pTG � T �� (t), choose � 2 t with t = exp(�), and express � (t) in the Cartan-Weyl basis ek; e�; e��. Note that since x2� = x2�� = 0 and [x�; x��] = 1, the elementx�x�� � x��x� squares to 1. Together with h�; [e�; e��]i = 2�ih�; �i, this shows that� (exp�) = exp �i� X�2R+h�; �i(x�x�� � x��x�)�= Y�2R+ � cos(�h�; �i) + i sin(�h�; �i)(x�x�� � x��x�)�:Applying the operator pTG � T = pTG �Q�2R+(1 + 12�����), we obtainpTG � T (� (exp�)) = Y�2R+ exp(i�h�; �i) = exp(2�ih�; �i) = t�:Finally, t� and rTG(�t) combine by Example 3.3, and we �nd��TRTG(�) = e�Prk=1 xk�Tk ��t = ��T :



LOCALIZATION 194.5. Quantization commutes with restriction. The following result is a very usefulcomputational tool, since it replaces the complicated restriction map RTG and the non-abelian quantization map QG by the much simpler restriction map RTG and the abelianquantization map QT .Theorem 4.2. The diagram bHG(M)RTG
��

QG
// bHG(M)RTG

��bHT (M) ���QT
// bH�T (M)(28)commutes.Proof. The proof is similar to the proof in [2], Section 7, that Q induces a ring homo-morphism in cohomology. Consider the following two homomorphisms of T -di�erentialspaces, �j : cWG ! cW�T , �1 = �� � QT �RTG; �2 = RTG � QG:It su�ces to show that �1; �2 are T -chain homotopic, that is, there exists a T -equivariant,odd linear map  : cWG ! cW�T such that  commutes with Lie derivatives and contrac-tions and such that dW �  +  � dW = �1 � �2. To construct  we describe all maps interms of their kernels. The kernels of the maps �j areKj = (�j 
 1)(�0) 2 (cW�T 
 
(g�))T :Since �j are homomorphisms of T -di�erential spaces, they have the propertydKj = 0; �kKj = �(d�k)Kj:The kernel K1 is invertible in the algebra cW�T 
 
(g�), because its form degree 0 part(K1)[0]j� = �1(�0)[0]j� = ��exp(prt�(�))is invertible at all points � 2 g�. The element K�11 K2 then has properties�k(K�11 K2) = 0; d(K�11 K2) = 0so that K�11 K2 is a closed element in (cW�T 
 
(g�))basic. Since g� is equivariantly con-tractible, the pull-back under the inclusion � : f0g ! g� induces an isomorphism incohomology. Since both �j map the identity to the identity, ��Kj = 1 and therefore��(K�11 K2) = 1. Hence, there exists N 0 2 (cW�T 
 
(g�))basic withK�11 K2 = 1� dN 0:and letting N = K1N 0 and using that K1 is closed we �ndK2 = K1 � dN :



20 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDConsequently, the linear map  with kernel N is T -equivariant and satis�es dW �  + � dW = �1 � �2. Since (�k + d�k)N = 0the map  commutes with T -contractions.Taking M = pt, one recovers the fact from Lie group theory that the diagramE 0(g)G Duf
//rTG

��

E 0(G)GrTG
��E 0(t) ���exp�

// E 0(T )� :(29)commutes.4.6. Ring structure. It is known that all arrows in the diagram (29) are in fact ringmaps: For the horizontal arrows this is the Duo theorem, while for the vertical arrows itfollows easily from the formula for the convolution of irreducible characters. This raisesthe question whether the arrows in the diagram (28) are ring maps as well? The leftvertical arrow RTG : bHG(M) ! bHT (M) is a ring map, and the horizontal arrows are ringmaps by Theorem 8.1 in [2].To address the problem whether the right vertical arrow RTG : bHG(M) ! bH�T (M) isa ring map, let us consider the two maps �j : cWG 
 cWG ! cW�T de�ned respectivelyby restriction after multiplication and multiplication after restriction. The kernels Kj 2cW�T 
 
(G �G) for these two maps areK1 = RTG(�1�2); K2 = RTG(�1)RTG(�2)where the superscripts denote the pull-backs to the respective G-factor. Since �j areT -equivariant chain maps commuting with T -contractions, these kernels satisfy(d + �1 + �2)Kj = 0; (�k + 12(�1k + �1k) + 12(�2k + �2k))Kj = 0(k = 1; : : : ; r). To show that �1; �2 induce the same map in cohomology, it would beenough to show that there exists N 2 (cW�T 
 
(G �G))T withK2 = K1 � (d + �1 + �2)N(30)and (�k + 12(�1k + �1k) + 12(�2k + �2k))N = 0:(31)We do not know whether N with these properties exists in general, however, for ourapplications the following weaker statement will su�ce:Proposition 4.3. There exists a T -invariant tubular neighborhood V of T in G, andN 2 (cW�T 
 
(V � V ))T such that equations (30) and (31) hold over V � V .



LOCALIZATION 21Proof. We begin by showing that the pull-backs of K1 and K2 under the inclusion �T�T :T � T ! G �G coincide. We compute ��T�TK2 using Proposition 4.1:��T�TK2 = (��T )1(��T )2 = e� 12Prk=1 �1;Tk �2;Tk Mult�T ��TBy another application of Proposition 4.1 we �nd��T�TK1 = ��T�T e� 12 �1a�2a Mult�GRTG(�) = e� 12Prk=1 �1;Tk �2;Tk Mult�T ��TSince ��T�TK1 has non-vanishing form degree 0 part, there exists a T -invariant neigh-borhood V of T such that K1 has non-vanishing form degree 0 part, and is thereforeinvertible, on V � V . We then have, over V � V ,d(K�11 K2) = 0; �k(K�11 K2) = 0while ��T�T (K�11 K2) = 1. Since V retracts T -equivariantly onto T , the de Rham homotopyoperator for the retraction V �V ! T�T de�nes an elementN 0 2 (cW�T 

(V �V ))basicsuch that K�11 K2 = 1 � dN 0:Letting N = K1N 0 this gives (30). Equation (31) follows from the equation for K2;K1.We will apply this result in the following way. Suppose �1; �2 2 (cWG 
 
(M))basicare two equivariant cocycles for a given G-manifoldM . Suppose moreover that for someT -invariant open subset U � M , the restrictions �jjU take values in (E 0(V ) 
 Cl(g) 

(U)) where V is the tubular neighborhood of T as in the proposition. Then the twococycles RTG(�1�2) and RTG(�1)RTG(�2) in the space (cW�T 

(M))basic are cohomologousif restricted to U . 5. Localization formulas for bHG(M).In this Section we derive a new nonabelian localization formula which applies to equi-variant cohomology bHG(M).5.1. Localization formulas. The localization formulas discussed in this paper are de-rived from a common principle, Theorem 5.1 below. Let M be an oriented manifold,acted upon by a compact Lie group G. For any � 2 g the derivationd� = d� 2�i�� : 
(M)! 
(M)is a di�erential on the kernel of L�:C�(M) = f� 2 
(M); L�� = 0g:There is a natural ring homomorphismJ� : CG(M)! C�(M); � 7! �(2�i�):Here we view elements of CG(M) as polynomials on gC with values in di�erential forms,and �(2�i�) is the evaluation of that polynomial. The localization formula expresses



22 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDthe integral of d�-cocycles in terms of integrals over the zeroes of the vector �eld �M .Since G is compact, ��1M (0) is a union of compact, smooth, orientable submanifolds. LetF(�) denote the set of connected components of ��1M (0), and for any F 2 F(�) choose anorientation on F . Let the normal bundle �F be equipped with the orientation obtainedfrom the orientation on M and on F .Let T be a maximal torus of G with � 2 t. Then every F is a T -invariant submanifold;let Eul(�F ) 2 CT (F ) be the T -equivariant Euler form of �F , for some choice of invariantmetric and connection. We claim thatJ�(Eul(�F )) = Eul(�F ; 2�i�) 2 C�(F )is invertible in C�(F ). For this it su�ces to note that its form degree 0 part is invertible.Up to a constant, the form degree 0 part is the Pfa�an of the endomorphism of the �bersof �F de�ned by �. Since ��F vanishes precisely on F , this endomorphism is invertible,and therefore the Pfa�an is non-zero.The following integration formula (32) was proved by Berline-Vergne [6] in the Cartanmodel of equivariant cohomology and by Atiyah-Bott [4] using the topological de�nition.It generalizes earlier work of Bott [8, 7] on the zeroes of holomorphic vector �elds oncomplex manifolds and of Baum-Cheeger [5] (see also [16], Chapter II.6) on zeroes ofKilling vector �elds on Riemannian manifolds.We include the proof, since the result in [6] or [4] is stated in less generality than whatis needed here, although their argument extends.Theorem 5.1 (Localization formula). Let M be an oriented G-manifold, and � 2 g.For any compactly supported d�-cocycle  2 C�(M), the integral of  over M is given bythe localization formula, ZM  = XF2F(�) ZF ��F Eul(�F ; 2�i�) :(32)Proof. Our proof is a simple adaptation of the proof given in Guillemin-Sternberg [12],which in turn is based on the original proofs of Berline-Vergne and Atiyah-Bott. Wemay assume that G = T is abelian.For each F , let UF �= �F be a T -invariant tubular neighborhood of F . Let f 2C1(M;R) be a function such that f vanishes in a neighborhood of the �xed pointset and f = 1 in a neighborhood of MnSF UF . Choose an invariant metric g on Mand let  be a T -invariant 1-form, de�ned on the complement of the �xed point set, := g(�M ; �)=g(�M ; �M). Then d� is invertible. Write =  0 + d��f  d� �:Then RM  = RM  0. The form  0 is supported on SF UF and agrees with  near SF F .This reduces the proof to the case where  is compactly supported in M = �F forsome F . Let Th(�F ) 2 CT (�F ) be the Mathai-Quillen form [18] representing the T-equivariant Thom class of F . It has compact support in �ber direction and its pull-back



LOCALIZATION 23to F represents the equivariant Euler form, Eul(�F ). Let Th(�F ; 2�i�) = J� Th(�F ).Then the pull-back of Eul(�F ; 2�i�) to �F : �F ! F is d�-cohomologous to Th(�F ; 2�i�).Consequently the quotient Th(�F ; 2�i�)=��F Eul(�F ; 2�i�) is d�-cohomologous to 1. Usingthe main property of the Thom form that its �ber integral is 1, and replacing  by thed�-cohomologous form ��F ��F we �nd:Z�F  = Z�F ��F Eul(�F ; 2�i�) Th(�F ; 2�i�)= Z�F ��F � ��F Eul(�F ; 2�i�)�Th(�F ; 2�i�) = ZF ��FEul(�F ; 2�i�) :Remark 5.2. Later we need the following observation about the right hand side of the in-tegration formula. Suppose � 2 C�(F ) is a compactly supported T -invariant d�-cocycle,and � 2 t. Then ��� is a d�-cocycle: d���� = ���d�� + L�� = 0. We claim thatZF ���Eul(�F ; 2�i�) = 0:As in the proof, ��F� 2 C�(�F ) can be replaced with a compactly supported, T -invariant,d�-cohomologous form , which agrees with ��F� near F . By the localization formula,used in reverse, the above integral equals R�F ��, which is 0 since �� has vanishing topdegree.The localization formula is usually stated as an integration formula for cocycles inCG(M), taking  of the form �(2�i�) for some � 2 CG(M). However, not every d�-cocycle arises in this way, so (32) is a more general statement. Indeed, the complexesbCG(M) and bCG(M) produce other examples:5.1.1. The map J� : bCG(M)! C�(M). For any � 2 g, the mapJ� : bCG(M)! C�(M); � 7! h�; e2�ih�;�iiis a chain map since(dM � 2�i�(�M ))h�; e2�ih�;�ii = h(va � 2�i�a)�a�; e2�ih�;�ii= h�a�; ( @@�a � 2�i�a)e2�ih�;�ii = 0:The localization formula describes the Fourier components of the integration mapZM : bHG(M)! bHG(pt) = E 0(g�)G:



24 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARD5.1.2. The map J� : bCT (M) ! C�(M). Suppose G = T is a torus, and that its Liealgebra t is equipped with an inner product. For any weight � 2 �� � t the mapJ� : bCT (M)! C�(M); � 7! h�; t�iis a chain map, by a calculation similar to that for bCG(M):(dM � 2�i�(�M ))h�; t�i = h(va � 2�i�a)�a�; t�i= h�a�; (eLa � 2�i�a)t�i = 0:We hence obtain a map J� : bCT (M) ! C�(M). In this case, the localization formuladescribes the Fourier coe�cients hRM �; t�i of the integration mapZM : bCT (M)! bCT (pt) = E 0(T ):5.1.3. The map J� : bCG(M) ! C�+�(M). The map from 5.1.2 generalizes to thenon-abelian case as follows. We assume that G is a product of a simply connectedgroup and a torus. The main result of Section 3 was the construction of a chainmap, bCG(M) ! bC�T (M). Composing with the inclusion bC�T (M) ! bCT (M) and the mapbCT (M)! C�+�(M) we obtain a chain map,J� : bCG(M)! C�+�(M); � 7! e 12 �(rM )h�;��i:(33)Since the contraction operator e 12 �(rM ) does not change the top form degree part,ZM J�(�) = hZM �;��i = (dimV�)�1hZM �; ��ishowing that the localization formula describes the Fourier coe�cients of the mapZM : bHG(M)! bHG(pt) = E 0(G)G:Applying Theorem 5.1 to this situation we have proved the main result of this paper:Theorem 5.3. Let � 2 bCG(M) be an equivariant cocycle. ThenhZM �; ��i = dimV� XF2F(�+�)ZF ��F (e 12 �(rM )h�;��i)Eul(�F ; 2�i(�+ �)) :for all � 2 ��+.For the subcomplex CG(M) = (U(g)C 
 
(M))G, the integration map takes valuesin the space of Casimir elements U(g)GC . Any Casimir element P is determined by itseigenvalues in all irreducible representations, or equivalently by its traces TrV�(P ).Below we will need the following additional facts about the map J�. First, suppose�0 2 bCG(M) is a cocycle and that � = Q(�0) is its quantization. Then then J�(�) andJ�+�(�0) are cohomologous in C�+�. This follows from the \quantization commutes with



LOCALIZATION 25restriction" Theorem, 4.2 and the de�nition of the maps J�+� and J�. Theorem 5.3 doesnot yield anything new for such classes.Next, suppose � 2 bCG(M) is a product of two cocycles, � = �1 � �2. Suppose thatboth �1 and �2 have the property that if the support of the test function � 2 C1(G)does not meet T , then h�j; �i vanish near all F 2 F(�+�). (For example, this is triviallythe case for any �j contained in CG(M) � bCG(M). According to the remarks at the endof Section 4.6, this means that(rTG 
 e 12 �(rM ))(�1 � �2) and (rTG 
 e 12 �(rM ))(�1)� (rTG 
 e 12 �(rM ))(�2)are cohomologous near the �xed point set. Here we are using the product � on bCT (M)�the product induced by the multiplicationdiag�M � exp(�12 rXk=1 �1k�2k)on 
(M)T . It follows that in the localization formula, one can replace J�(�1 � �2) byJ�(�1)�J�(�2). According to Remark 5.2, in the integral over F we may replace � bysimply the wedge product. Hence we have shown:Lemma 5.4. Let M be a compact oriented G-manifold, and � 2 ��+. Suppose thecocycles �1; �2 2 bCG(M) have the property that if the support of � 2 C1(G) does notmeet T , then the support of h�j; �i does not meet the �xed point sets F 2 F(�+�). ThenhZM (�1 � �2); ��i = dimV� XF2F(�+�)ZF J�(�1)J�(�2)Eul(�F ; 2�i(� + �)) :6. Applications to moment mapsIn this Section we discuss applications of our localization formula to moment maptheory. The main result is a Duistermaat-Heckman formula for group-valued momentmaps.6.1. Duistermaat-Heckman formula for g�-valued moment maps. We recall thede�nition of a Hamiltonian G-space.De�nition 6.1. A Hamiltonian G-space is a triple (M;!0;�0) consisting of a G-spaceM , a 2-form !0, and an equivariant map �0 2 C1(M; g�)G satisfyingd!0 = 0 Cocycle condition�(�M )!0 = dh�0; �i Moment map conditionker((!0)x) = f0g Non-degeneracy(34)The �rst two conditions imply that the form !0 is G-invariant. Basic examples ofHamiltonian G-spaces are coadjoint orbits O = G � � for � 2 g�, with moment map theembedding �0 : O ! g�.



26 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDGiven a Hamiltonian G-space (M;!0;�0) and a coadjoint orbit O = G �� such that �is a regular value of the moment map the reduced spaceMO := ��1(O)=G is an orbifoldwith a naturally induced symplectic form (!0)O.For any Hamiltonian G-space M let the equivariant Liouville form be the element ofcWG 
 
(M) de�ned as L0 = e!0��0�0;(35)where �0 2 cWG 
 
(g�) is the integral kernel introduced in (22). Equations (34) and(23) show that L0 is a cocycle contained in the basic subcomplex (cWG

(M))basic. Thecorresponding form LCar0 = PWhor(L0) in the Cartan model isLCar0 = e!0��0 2 bCG(M):The top degree component of its integral over g�,�0 := hLCar0 ; 1i[top] = (e!0)[top]is a volume form on M , de�ning in particular a natural orientation. For a compact ori-ented HamiltonianG-space (M;!0;�0) with Liouville formL0 one de�nes the Duistermaat-Heckman measure (DH distribution) as the integral,m0 := ZM LCar0 2 E 0(g�)G:(36)The support of the distribution m0 is contained in the image of �0 and its singularsupport in the set of singular values. These two properties extend to more generalDH-distributions constructed from equivariant cocycles �0 2 CG(M)m�00 := ZM �0LCar0 2 E 0(g�)G:(37)The main motivation for studying the twisted DH distributions m�00 is that they encodeintersection pairings on reduced spaces. More precisely, Let Volg� be the Riemannianvolume volume on g� for a given invariant inner product on g, and let VolG be thecorresponding Riemannian volume of the group G.For any coadjoint orbitO in the set of regular values of �0, the value of this distributionat O is given by the formulam�00dVol�g ���O = VolGkVolO ZMO �O(�0)e(!0)O :(38)Here k is the cardinality of a generic stabilizer for the G-action on M , VolO is theLiouville volume of the coadjoint orbit and �O : CG(M) ! C(MO) is the chain mapgiven as a composition of the pull-back map CG(M) ! CG(��10 (O)) and the Cartanmap CG(��10 (O)) ! 
(MO). By a theorem of Kirwan [15], the map �O induces asurjective map in cohomology.



LOCALIZATION 27Applying the localization formula to �0LCar0 , and usingJ�(�0LCar0 ) = J�(�0)J�(LCar0 ) = �0(2�i�)e!0+2�ih�0;�ione obtains the following formula for the Fourier coe�cients of m�0 :Proposition 6.2 (Duistermaat-Heckman formula). Let G be a compact, connected Liegroup, (M;!0;�0) a compact Hamiltonian G-manifold, and let �0 2 CG(M) be a cocycle.Then the Fourier components of the twisted DH distribution m�00 are given by the formula,hm�00 ; e2�ih�;�ii = XF2F(�) e2�ih�0;F ;�i ZF i�F�0(2�i�)e!0;FEul(�F ; 2�i�) :(39)Here !0;F = ��F!0 and �0;F = ��F�0.6.2. Group valued moment maps. In this section we prove an analogue of theDuistermaat-Heckman formula for group valued moment maps.De�nition 6.3. [1] A G-valued Hamiltonian G-space is a triple (M;!;�) consisting ofa G-space M , an invariant 2-form !, and an equivariant map � 2 C1(M;G)G satisfyingthe following conditions,d! = ��� � � relative cocycle condition�a! = 12��(�a + ��a) Moment map conditionker((!0)x) = f�M (x)jAd�(x) � = ��g Minimal degeneracy condition(40)For the motivation of this de�nition we refer to [1]. Basic examples of HamiltonianG-spaces are conjugacy classes C := G � g for g 2 G, with moment map the embedding� : C ! G .Many concepts from the theory of Hamiltonian G-spaces have analogues in the group-valued setting. In particular, if C � G is a conjugacy class contained in the set of regularvalues of �, the reduced space MC := ��1(C)=G, is an orbifold with a naturally inducedsymplectic form !C. Our aim is to extract information about intersection pairings onreduced spaces from localization formulas on M .We assume that the group G is a direct product of a connected, simply connectedLie group and a torus (this assumption will be lifted in Section 6.4). The equivariantLiouville form associated to a G-valued Hamiltonian G-space (M;!;�) is de�ned byL := e!��� 2 cWG 
 
(M);(41)with � as in (25). The properties (26) of � imply that L is an equivariant cocycle inthe basic subcomplex. The Liouville form in the Cartan model, LCar = PWhor(L), is givenby a fairly complicated expression worked out in [3]. It is also shown in [3] that, similarto the g�-valued setting, the top degree part � = hLCar; 1i[top] is a volume form on M ,giving rise to a natural orientation.



28 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDAgain, one can de�ne the DH distribution m as an integral over M of the equivariantLiouville form m := ZM LCar 2 E 0(G)G:For any cocycle � 2 C G(M), de�ne more general twisted DH-distributionsm� := ZM � � LCar 2 E 0(G)G:By Proposition 5.7 of [3] m� is supported on the image of �, and its singular supportis contained in the set of singular values of �. The relationship between intersectionpairings on the reduced space MC, for C contained in the set of regular values, andtwisted DH distributions m� is as follows, (cf. [3]):m�dVolG ���C = VolGkVol C ZMC �C(�)e!C:(42)Here dVolG is the Haar measure on G de�ned by the inner product on g, VolC is theLiouville volume of the conjugacy class C with respect to the volume form �C, and kthe number of elements in a generic stabilizer. The map �C : CG(M) ! 
(MC) is thecomposition of pull-back to ��1(C), the isomorphism CG(��1(C)) �= CG(��1(C)) givenby the inverse of the quantization map, and the Cartan map CG(��1(C))!MC.6.3. DH formula for group valued moment maps. Similar to the case of Hamil-tonian G-spaces, the Fourier decomposition of the DH-distributions m� can be obtainedfrom a localization formula. To state the result, note �rst that for any � 2 ��+, allF 2 F(� + �) are contained in the pre-image of the maximal torus ��1(T ), since � isequivariant and since the vector �eld for the conjugation action (�+�)G vanishes exactlyon T . Let !F = ��F! and �F = ��F�. Since �F takes values in T , we can compose withthe map T ! S1; t 7! t�+� and this composition is denoted (�F )�+�. Indeed, F is agroup valued Hamiltonian T -space with !F as 2-form and �F as moment map. Fromthe fact that (� + �)M vanishes on F , one deduces that (�F )�+� is constant along F .Theorem 6.4 (DH formula for group-valued moment maps). Let G be a direct productof a connected, simply-connected Lie group and a torus, (M;!;�) a compact G-valuedHamiltonian G-space, and � = Q(�0) 2 CG(M) be an equivariant cocycle. The Fouriercoe�cients of the twisted DH distribution m� are given by the formula,hm�; ��i = dimV� XF2F(�+�)(�F )�+� ZF ��F�0(2�i(�+ �))Eul(�F ; 2�i(�+ �)) e!F :(43)Proof. We apply the localization formula to the class � � LCar. Note that the cocycles� and LCar satisfy the condition from Lemma 5.4, which therefore giveshm�; ��i = dimV� XF2F(�+�)ZF J�(�)J�(LCar)Eul(�F ; 2�i(�+ �)) :



LOCALIZATION 29By the discussion preceding Lemma 5.4, J�(�) may be replaced withJ�+�(�0) = �0(2�i(�+ �)):It remains to compute ��FJ�(LCar). For this we we use the description of the Liouvilleform in the Weil model. By Proposition 4.1 we have��FRTG(L) = e!F (�T � �F )�RTG(�) = e!F��F��T :Therefore, the image of LCar under the map bCG(M) ! bCT (M)� is given by e!F ���F andwe obtain ��FJ�(LCar) = (�F )�+� e!F :Now we combine the localization formula (43) and formula (42) and use the inverseFourier transform on the group G to obtain a formula for intersection pairings on reducedspaces,ZMC �C(�)e!C= kVolC X� ��(C�1) dimV�(VolG)2 XF2F(�+�)(�F )�+� ZF ��F�0(2�i(�+ �))Eul(�F ; 2�i(�+ �)) e!F ;where ��(C�1) is the value of the character �� on the conjugacy class C�1.6.4. Generalization to arbitrary compact G. Up to this point we made the assump-tion that the compact, connected group G be a direct product of a simply connectedgroup and a torus. We will now remove this assumption and show that if appropriatelyinterpreted, the Duistermaat-Heckman formula (43) holds in the general case.Without this assumption the de�nition of the Liouville form breaks down, since theform � is no longer a well-de�ned element of cWG 
 
�(G). Indeed, in general a Hamil-tonian G-manifold with group-valued moment map need not be orientable. The simplestcounter-example is the conjugacy class in the rotation group SO(3) consisting of rotationsby an angle �, which is isomorphic to RP 2.Choose a �nite covering cG : G0 ! G such that G0 is a direct product of a compact,connected, simply-connected group and a torus. The kernel R := c�1G (e) is a subgroupof the center of G0. Given a group-valued Hamiltonian G-space (M;!;�), consider the�ber product, M 0cM
��

�0 // G0cG
��M � // Gthat is M 0 = f(x; g0) 2 M � G0j �(x) = cG(g0)g: The diagonal action of G0 on M � G0(which in fact is a G-action since R acts trivially) leaves M 0 invariant, and commutes



30 A. ALEKSEEV, E. MEINRENKEN, AND C.WOODWARDwith the action of R by deck transformations. Let !0 = c�M!. Then (M 0; !0;�0) isa group-valued Hamiltonian G0-space. The form !0 is invariant with respect to decktransformations, while the moment map �0 satis�es c��0 = c� for c 2 R. Given aregular value g0 2 G0 of �0, the image g = cG(g0) 2 G is a regular value for � and thereis a canonical isomorphismM 0g0 =Mg.Suppose � 2 CG(M) is an equivariant cocycle, and �0 = c�M� 2 CG0(M 0). The form � 0de�nes a twisted DH-distribution (m0)�0 2 E 0(G0)G0, invariant under the action of R. Leta twisted DH-distribution for M be de�ned bym� := 1#R(cM )�(m0)�0 2 E 0(G)G:It is shown in [3] that formula (42), relating the values of m� and intersection pairingson reduced spaces, carries over to this more general situation.The Fourier coe�cients of m� can be read o� from those for (m0)�0. Given a dominantweight � 2 ��+, the corresponding irreducible character �0� for G0 is the pull-back c�G��,hence hm�; ��i = 1#R h(m0)�0; �0�i;The pairing on the right hand side is given by the localization formula (43). For any�xed point manifold F 2 F(� + �) let F 0 = c�1M (F ) be its pre-image in M 0. The unionof all F 0 is the �xed point set for (�+ �)M 0. Therefore, (43) shows thathm�; ��i = dimV�#R XF2F(�+�)(�0)�+� ZF 0 ��F 0(�0(2�i(�+ �))e!0Eul(�F 0; 2�i(�+ �)) :We want to replace integrals over F 0 by integrals over F . Note �rst that (�0F 0)� is justthe pull-back of ��F , and that ��F 0! is the pull-back of ��F!. On the other hand, the locallyconstant function (�0F 0)� : F 0 ! S1 does not descend to F since for c 2 R,c�(�0F 0)� = c�(�0F 0)�:Since 2� 2 �� is a weight for G, c2� = 1 so that c� = �1 is just a sign. As shown inSection 8 of [3], this sign also gives the change in orientation of M 0 under the action ofc. It follows that the quotient (�0)�F 0Eul(�F 0 ; 2�i(�+ �))is invariant under R, and therefore descends to a form on F . If we denote this form by��FEul(�F ; 2�i(�+ �)) ;then (43) holds for any compact, connected Lie group. (Put di�erently, while �F neednot be orientable, the Euler form makes sense as a form with values in the orientationbundle of �F , and ��F descends to a section of the orientation bundle. Their quotient isa form in the usual sense.)
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